CIA DOCUMENT COLLECTION


Operational Report Dated 10/18/63 - This document indicates that the photos taken during the
initial stages of the Cuban photo surveillance operation were sent to TSD for review. This
coincides with Oswald’s visit to the Cuban Consulate. I recommend requesting from CIA all
TSD files from September- November 1963 and, if possible, limit the request to the files
relating to the Mexico City Station. [We may have a problem in determining the origin of
these files: TSD at headquarters or a local TSD office in Mexico City. I recommend
requesting the CIA to brief us on the standard operating procedures regarding this aspect of
the technical operations in Mexico City.]



Probe again for the audiotapes and other copies of the transcripts.



Propose another formal request to the Mexican government to search their files once again for
assassination records.

DOCUMENT FROM NARA(DOWNTOWN)


There was a keyword index created by ISD of OCR that included files from the 1950s and
1960s. I believe that this source could prove to be extremely helpful in locating
assassination records.

LOPEZ REPORT


Request photos from the secondary basehouse that was watching the Soviet Embassy.
CIA never gave these to the HSCA.

The

NEWMAN - OSWALD & THE CIA


Newman claims that there were CIA surveillance bases that performed technical operations on
behalf of the NSA. He also alleges that these bases/operations were part of TSD and given
crypts with the diagraph “ZR”. I recommend probing further into the meaning of the ZR
crypts/operations that took place in Mexico City at the time of Oswald’s visit. (The CIA has
not given us a clear meaning for many of the ZR crypts.) The CIA, or more probable, the
NSA may have technical data or information that may include the “Oswald calls” and/or
conversations that took place in the Cuban and Soviet embassies in Mexico City.



Probe further into Mrs. T’s missing transcript. (p. 369)

PERSONAL REQUESTS



Request any files on joint operations between CIA/DO and Army Military Intelligence, in
particular anti-Castro operations at JMWAVE.

